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ABSTRACT  
 
We discuss the polar field precursor method of solar activity forecasting, first developed 3 decades ago. Using 

this method the peak amplitude of the next solar cycle (#24) is estimated at 124 ± 30 in terms of smoothed F10.7 

Radio Flux and 80 ± 30 in terms of smoothed international or Zurich Sunspot number (Ri or Rz). This may be 

regarded as a “fair space weather” long term forecast. To support this prediction, direct measurements are obtained 

from the Wilcox and Mount Wilson Solar Observatories. Additionally, coronal features do not show the 

characteristics of well-formed polar coronal holes associated with typical solar minima, but rather resemble stunted 

polar field levels. The question is raised: why have the Sun’s polar fields not strengthened comparably in the 2000-

2005 time period, as in the previous few decades? The dramatic field changes seen suggest the importance of field 

motions associated with photospheric (e.g. meridional) flows for the Sun’s dynamo. Flows may also play a role in 

active region development, e.g., it is possible that field magnification occurs through surface processes, namely 

active region field strengthening (sunspot growth) through the influx of like photospheric magnetic regions, and 

even the influx of ERs (ephemeral regions), wherein the same sign (like) flux could be differentially drawn into 

spots of that sign, leading to field growth. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

General methods for solar activity forecasting have been outlined by Joselyn et al. (1997). This paper will 

focus on a polar field precursor method. This method has a physical basis rather than only numerical basis that 

many schemes involve. The term “precursor” has been applied to geomagnetic and solar prediction techniques 

using signals that precede solar activity, much as in meteorology, where low atmospheric pressure often precedes 

terrestrial rain, based upon how atmospheric air masses move, and water condenses in converging and upwelling 

air masses. With regard to the geomagnetic and solar precursor methods, it was shown that in the Babcock(1961)-

Leighton(1969) dynamo models, the polar field at solar minimum serves as a “seed” for the toroidal field that 

erupted into the next cycle’s activity. Recent dynamo model developments by Dikpati and Charbonneau (1999) 

seem not to have this property. Further support for the polar field precursor model comes from a recent modeling 

effort by Wang, Lean and Sheeley (2005), where it was found that the initial polar field correlated with solar cycle 

amplitude for cycles -3 through 22 using a flux transport model. Thus the large correlations of geomagnetic 

activity and polar field observations near solar minimum with the size of the next cycle may be explained by some 

solar dynamo theories. The first to point out this type of relationship was Ohl (1966) summarized in Ohl and Ohl 

(1979). The geomagnetic aa index (a geomagnetic index used as a planetary index, originated by Bartels) was 

further developed by Feynman and Gu (1986) to track long-term changes in solar activity. 

 

We can understand how the methods work, as follows. We use a combination of polar and toroidal fields (see 

Schatten and Pesnell, 1993) to create a SODA (SOlar Dynamo Amplitude) index as an estimate of the amount of 

buried solar magnetic flux. For the case of near 0 toroidal field, their equation simplifies to: F10.7 ~ 60 + 1.14 Bp, 

where Bp is the polar field in units of 10
-2
 Gauss, so that for a current value near 0.5 Gauss, the equation yields a 

prediction of 117 for peak F10.7. A more recent update to the equation shows a slightly higher second constant of 

about 1.2. The polar field precursor prediction method has now been tested with 3 cycles of actual polar field data 

and 8 prior solar cycles of proxy field data (see Schatten et al. 1978, 1987, and 1996). Actual predictions have only 

been made for the last 3 cycles and details of the methodology can be found in Schatten (2003). More recently, this 

method has been used by Svalgaard et al. (2005) who pointed out that if used “too early”, it could lead to more 

uncertainty. Nevertheless, they found that the polar field seemed quite low, and felt that despite their prediction prior 

to solar minimum, that solar activity for cycle #24 might be the lowest in 100 years. We examine this finding with 
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recent field data, as well as using “proxies” of the Sun’s polar field to reassess this. As a caution, we point out to the 

reader that the Sun is not at solar minimum yet. We feel that the “geomagnetic precursor” methods (which use aa 

type indices, especially sensitive to high speed solar wind streams late in the cycle, would fail in providing a correct 

solar forecast as a result), however, we feel the polar field methods we and Svalgaard et al. (2005) employ would not 

be as sensitive to changes in polar field indices this late in the solar cycle. 

 

A PREDICTION FOR SOLAR CYCLE #24 (~2007 through 2018) 

In order to predict the Sun’s long term activity, the key component is the Sun’s polar field near solar minimum. 

This is examined more directly, leading to the next cycle’s predicted activity level. The Sun’s polar field reversed 

near the peak activity of cycle #23 (year 2000), and began its growth toward a new peak with opposite polarity. 

Figure 1 shows the Wilcox Solar Observatory polar field strength measured in the pole-most 3 minute aperture 

approximately every 10 days (lighter lines), and the smoothed values with a ~500 day low band pass filter (heavier 

line). During the interval Nov. 2000 and July 2001, the WSO had some equipment problems, and the real fields are 

likely stronger than that observed, however, this is not near peak polar fields. The Mount Wilson Observatory 

observations (Boyden and Ulrich, 2005) show similar behavior. The Sun’s field, being a complex summation of 

surface features, often described by spherical harmonic components does not show a reversal as neatly as suggested 

by Figure 1; the north polar field reversed near 2000, and the south field near 2001 (see Wang, et al., 2002). After 

polar field reversal, the smoothed mean polar field rose slowly, and is near half the value of that in recent cycles.  

 

With the polar field seen in Figure 1 significantly smaller than the peaks of the past three decades, the SODA 

method (see Schatten and Pesnell, 1993) and the polar field precursor method predict a decreased activity level for 

the upcoming solar cycle #24. This can be roughly estimated as follows. The SODA (SOlar Dynamo Amplitude) 

index combines polar and toroidal solar fields to create an index, useful for examining the buried solar magnetic 

flux. Figure 2 shows the predicted smoothed level for Radio Flux, F10.7 for cycle #24 of about 124 ± 30 and a 

smoothed sunspot number, Rz, of about 80± 30. Estimated levels are found from field updates of SODA indices. 

The predicted timing of the cycle has an uncertainty on the order of ± 1 year. The timing has been based (Schatten 

and Orosz, 1990) upon the current latitude of active regions (~10 degrees latitude), suggesting the Sun is  ~2 years 

from solar minimum. This “low amplitude” for the next cycle’s activity prediction could be described as “mild” or 

“fair” space weather.  

 

OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO POLAR FIELD VALUES 

 

The prediction of reduced levels of solar activity is based upon the weakened polar fields of the Sun. There are, 

however, a number of other relevant observations that are related to the polar field observations. These are discussed 

throughout the remainder of this section; they include examination of soft X-ray coronal holes, coronal field 

calculations, and counts of polar faculae. 

 

Examination of Soft X-ray Coronal Holes 

 

An examination of soft X-ray coronal holes was performed as a further search to examine what was happening 

to the Sun’s large scale field, and in an attempt to answer the question: Why and how could the Sun’s field dissipate 

so rapidly? The reduced field patterns seen at the two observatories previously cited suggesting that something may 

have occurred to the structure of the large scale solar magnetic field, different from the normal polar reversal seen in 

recent cycles. In the normal reversal, the field is weakened by “flux injection events” from the “following” polarity 

magnetic active regions at the sunspot latitudes. These flux injection events in the early phase of a solar cycle 

reverse the polar field, while later in the cycle they form and magnify “opposite” polarity polar fields.  

 

Once a polar field forms, it is normally readily identified in “soft X-ray” photos seen from space, where it forms 

a “coronal hole.” The reason there is a “hole” in soft X-rays, is that the energetic particles empty from “open” field 

lines, and hence they are dark. Figure 3 shows a drawing from Karen Harvey(1996), based upon the He 10830 line, 

as well as recent images of the Sun based upon soft X-rays and the He 10830 line. In soft X-rays, all the UMRs 

(both the long-lived, stable polar UMRs, and the ever changing low latitude UMRs) become evident as coronal 

holes, and also can be seen in the line of He 10830 (see Kahler, Davis, and Harvey, 1983). For the present time 

period, (Figure 3, bottom), we see that only quite weak, asymmetric polar coronal holes have formed. This is 
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atypical of coronal holes near solar minimum. The coronal holes seen here are floating around the solar disk (in 

longitude) as the Sun rotates with only weak holes located near the safe harbors of the Sun’s polar regions. The polar 

regions of the photosphere can serve as harbors for stable large scale unipolar magnetic regions (UMRs, see Bumba 

and Howard, 1965) since the long term average flow patterns converge there and average differential rotation ceases 

there. At other locations (lower latitudes), temporal variations are generally larger from shear, meridional flow, and 

active region effects. As a result, low latitude UMRs are subject to continuous change (over months/years).  

 

 We do not fully understand the reason for the current reduction in the Sun’s polar field. Possible reasons are 

changes in the Sun’s meridional flow or changes in the movement of large scale fields during their reversal phase. 

For highly conducting plasmas, the magnetic fields are “frozen” to the fluid motions. Thus, flows and field motions 

are two alternative ways of expressing similar views. Additionally, when a strong density boundary occurs (e.g. the 

photosphere), the fluid motions have a near zero component normal to the surface, and hence the photosphere 

provides for regions of fluid motion along the surface. This allows for regions of convergence, divergence, and 

vorticity motions. The impact of these motions and the growth of active regions upon the Sun’s polar field has been 

examined by Wang, Nash and Sheeley (1989) in detail during cycle 21. They find three sources for additions to 

polar field strength: 1) active regions eruptions, 2) flux diffusion, and 3) meridional flow of trailing flux to the poles. 

Thus, it is important for an understanding the Sun’s dynamo to ask the question: why have the Sun’s polar fields not 

strengthened comparably in the 2000-2005 time period, as in the previous few decades? A solution may be found 

through understanding the Sun’s dynamo as a “surface flow phenomenon,” similar to the original Babcock and 

Leighton viewpoints. Field magnification could occur through surface processes: e.g. active region field 

strengthening (sunspot growth) through the influx of like photospheric magnetic regions and even the influx of ERs 

(ephemeral regions), wherein the same sign flux could be differentially drawn into spots of that sign. Active region 

dissipation would occur through a reverse process of field ejection. These field changes can alternatively be viewed 

as concomitant inflows and outflows.  

 

Coronal Field Calculations 

 

      Another method to examine the strength of the Sun’s polar field utilizes coronal field calculations based on the 

“source surface” model. Hoeksema, Scherrer, and others at WSO (2005) have improved these calculations from 

their early days and provide frequent updates. Field calculations during two periods just before solar minimum are 

illustrated in Figure 4. The top drawing in Figure 4 is from May 1994, prior to solar minimum of the last cycle. The 

lower drawing is recent, May 2005. A decade ago, flattening of the “heliospheric current sheet” to about ± 10 

degrees is observed. This indicates a strong polar field, enabling it to suppress significant undulations in the sheet. 

At present, the undulations are about 3 times the range, or ± 30 degrees. This supports weak polar fields or polar 

fields which have not fully formed. They are insufficient to suppress significant current sheet curvature.   

 

Counts of Polar Faculae 

 

Faculae, Latin for torches, are bright features seen near the Sun’s limbs. They are associated with given 

amounts of magnetic flux, allowing their count to serve as a rough measure of magnetic flux, when the field is not 

directly observed with a solar magnetograph. They are essentially a “poor man’s magnetograph” and thus allow us a 

rough direct measurement of the solar field. Their importance (Dubois, et al., and Sheeley, 2005) has made them an 

object of study for solar observers who are interested in global, quiet solar phenomena. The most recent polar 

faculae (Dubois et al., 2005) show reduced levels, however, they were made by a different set of observers and 

observatory than Sheeley (2005). Nevertheless, Sheeley using observations from Mount Wilson asserts that faculae 

do provide a good proxy for the WSO observations. Faculae are a great source of observations to back up non-

sunspot field observations, particularly in the polar areas. Additionally these important features have a questionable 

structure (hillocks vs. wells) (see Schatten et al., 1986). 

  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  

 

This paper outlines the polar field precursor method for solar activity forecasting, which may be regarded as a 

“space-climate” forecast. The polar field observations suggest a peak (smoothed) activity level for solar cycle #24 of 

about 124 ± 30 for F10.7 Radio Flux, and 80 ± 30 for sunspot number. For space weather, this may be regarded as a 

“fair weather” long term forecast. The reduced levels of activity are predicted using outgrowths of the solar polar 

field precursor method. Support for reduced polar fields is found from a number of other polar field proxies.  
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Figure 1: The polar field (10
-6
 T equal to Gauss) as observed at Wilcox Solar Observatory (WSO). 

The solid line is the North polar field, and the dashed line, the Southern field. The yearly cycle as the 

Earth moves ± 7 ¼ degrees in heliocentric latitude is a “noise” source. The recent polar field is 

significantly lower than during the previous 3 solar cycles. 

 

Figure 2. Observed F10.7 Radio Flux (circles) and Schatten et al. Solar Flux Predictions (solid lines) 

prior to each of the last three cycles. Current prediction for Cycle #24 is on the right. Radio Flux is in 

10
-22
 J s

-1
 m
-2
 Hz

-1
. 

 

Figure 3. (Top) Drawing of coronal holes near the solar minimum of 1996 by Karen Harvey. Each pole shows a 

large scale coronal hole, very typical of solar minimum conditions. (Bottom) Shown are a number of views of 

current coronal hole maps (based on soft X-rays), with six different views of the Sun over the months between April 

and August, 2005 time frame. 

 

Figure 4. Calculated coronal magnetic field, based upon “source surface” calculations (Hoeksema, et al, 2005). 

Top shows the coronal field in May 1994, and Bottom, in May 2005. The flattening of the “heliospheric current 

sheet” (~ ±10 degrees) seen in the top figure supports a fully formed polar field which suppresses the undulations 

in the sheet. In the current situation, the undulations are ~ ±30 degrees, which suggests polar fields are 

insufficiently strong to suppress the current sheet curvatures. 
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October, 1996 Coronal Hole Drawing,October, 1996 Coronal Hole Drawing,

Karen Harvey, using Karen Harvey, using KittKitt Peak He 10830 linePeak He 10830 line

April, May, 2005 STAR SOHO/MDI Coronal Hole Map

April - Aug 2005 STAR SOHO/MDI Coronal Hole Map

Figure 3. (Left) Drawing of coronal holes near the solar minimum of 1996 by Karen Harvey. Each pole shows a 

large scale coronal hole, very typical of solar minimum conditions. (Right) Shown are a number of views of current 

coronal hole maps (based on soft X-rays), with six different views of the Sun over the months between April and 

August, 2005 time frame. 
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 Figure 4.  Calculated coronal magnetic field, based upon “source surface” calculations (Hoeksema, et al, 2005). 

Top shows the coronal field in May 1994, and Bottom, in May 2005. The flattening of the “heliospheric current 

sheet” (~ ±10 degrees) seen in the top figure supports a fully formed polar field which suppresses the undulations 

in the sheet. In the current situation, the undulations are ~ ±30 degrees, which suggests polar fields are 

insufficiently strong to suppress the current sheet curvatures. 

 


